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Effective reset defense will greatly increase a team’s defensive
success. Putting pressure on the reset throws, which are supposed to
be easy, will force the offense into taking lower percentage throws
downfield. Good reset defense starts with playing it. Too often, teams
or players will relax on the reset receivers and allow easy resets.
Playing good defense on reset receivers requires as much focus and
effort as playing good defense on downfield receivers.
Understanding what space the mark is responsible for and what space the reset defenders are responsible for on all positions on
the field is just as important for reset defense
as it is for downfield defense. A common division of responsibilities on the trap sideline
is to make the mark responsible for throws
backfield and the reset defender responsible
for throws downfield. Figure 1 shows the
area of the field that the mark and the reset
defenders are primarily responsible for in a
typical force forehand defense.
Reset defense with the disc in the middle
of the field is more complicated and difficult
compared to when the disc is on the sideline. With the disc in the middle of the field,
the mark is responsible for taking away more
downfield throws from the thrower, leaving
more space for which the reset defenders to
be responsible. In a force forehand defense
with the disc in the middle of the field, the
mark is responsible for taking away throws to
the backhand side of the field.
A reset defender covering a reset on the
force side of the field is primarily responsible
for defending the area behind the thrower.
This defender should be set up between the
reset receiver and the thrower, and slightly
to the backfield side of the receiver. Throws
downfield on the force side to this reset have
a very narrow window and are difficult to
complete for the thrower. This defender
should be set up to prevent a reset with the
receiver moving to the breakside of the field
with no mark, but should also be in a posi-
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tion to make the downfield throw from the
thrower difficult to complete.
The defender marking a reset receiver on
the breakside of the field is not in as vulnerable position as the defender on the force
side, but must still work to deny the disc
to the reset receiver. The defender on the
breakside is primarily responsible for the
area behind the thrower. Figure 2 demonstrates the responsibilities of the mark and
the reset defenders in a force forehand with
the disc in the middle of the field.
Good reset defense when the disc is on the
breakside of the field can greatly increase the
chances of a turnover in that situation. Particularly in a force forehand defense against a
right-handed thrower where the short leading forehand or lefty backhand is a very dif-
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ficult pass reset defenders can mark smartly
to force difficult throws. On the line, the mark
can use the sideline and swing around to prevent throws directly downfield.
The defender guarding the closest reset receiver is responsible for backfield throws
and should take a position to force the reset
receiver to cut downfield, allowing only the
difficult leading forehand throw and putting
pressure on it. The defender guarding the
farther reset receiver cannot slack off. If the
first reset cutter cuts downfield, the second
reset receiver can be expected to make a reset
cut. The defender guarding the second reset
cutter is responsible for cuts to the backfield
as well, but because of the distance from the
thrower, does not need to be positioned as
much to force the downfield throw.
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